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In this paper we investigate the problems of stability, uniform stability, 
uniform Lipschitz stability, asymptotic stability, and uniform asymptotic 
stability in three classes of integrodifferential systems. These are linear 
nonautonomous systems, nonlinear systems, and nonlinearly perturbed 
nonlinear systems. A simple method for constructing Liapunov functions 
will be used to unify the treatment of all of the above-mentioned stability 
notions relative to the various classes of integrodifferential systems. 
In our investigation of linear systems we benefited from the work in 
[4-8, 123. For nonlinear systems and their perturbations, we have used 
some of the results obtained recently in [IS, 101. In particular, we have used 
an extension of Alekseev’s [l] nonlinear variation of constants formula 
which was developed in [lo]. 
The approach we use here was first formulated in [3] and utilized to 
study uniform Lipschitz stability [2] of nonlinear differential systems. The 
method has been extended in [12] to cover all other stability notions in 
nonlinear differential systems. 
We now give a description of the contents of the paper. Section 1 
includes all the basic definitions and preliminaries. In Section 2, we 
investigate the various stability notions of nonautonomous integrodifferen- 
tial systems. This extends the work in [6-81, which mainly dealt with 
autonomous systems. We recall here from [4] that, in linear systems, the 
notions of uniform stability and uniform Lipschitz stability are equivalent. 
It was shown in [4], however, that, for nonlinear systems, uniform 
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Lipschitz stability implies but is not implied by uniform stability. Section 3 
deals with nonlinear systems, where two methods of constructing Liapunov 
functions are used. In Section 3 we study nonlinear perturbations. This 
section is closely related to the work of Laksmikantham in [9]. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider the integrodifferential system 
(1.1) 
where ,f~ C[Jx R”, R”], go C[Jx Jx KY’, W], ,f(t, 0) = g(t, s, 0) = 0, and 
J= [0, co). If Ic/ : [0, t,] + R” is a continuous initial function [7], then 
x(t, f,, II/) will denote the solution of (1.1) with x(t,, t,, +)= $(t,)=x,. 
Let us assume further that f and g are continuously differentiable with 
respect to x. Then the associated variational systems around the zero solu- 
tion of ( 1.1) and around x( t, t,, $) are, respectively, 
(1.2) 
and 
z’(t) =f,(c 46 to, ti)) z(t) + j”; g.,(c 3, xb, lo, $1) -4s) ds. (1.3) 
The fundamental matrix $(t, to, x0) of (1.3) is given by &f, to) = 
(a/ax,)[x(r, to, $)I and 4(t, to) = &t, to, 0) is the fundamental matrix of 
(1.2). It should be noted here that &t, to) = R(t, to), where R(t, c,) is the 
resolvent matrix of (1.2) [7], which satisfies the initial value problem 
$ [NC s)l + NC s)fj;b, 0) + .$; Nt, a) g,(a, s, 0) da; R(t, t)=f. 
Consider now the equation 
(1.4) 
where FE C[R’ = R” x R”, R”], (&z)(t) =s& K(t, s, m(s)) ds with KE 
cp+ x lQ+ x R”, W]. 
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In [lo] the resolvent matrix R(t, S; t,, x0) of (1.3) is required to satisfy 
$ [Nt, s; to, xc,)] + R(t, s; to, x,)f,.(s, x(s, to, $)) 
+ ‘R(t,a;to,x,,)g,(a,s,x(s,to,Ij/))d~=O. 
!-, 
The following extension of Alekseev’s formula was given in [lo]: 
m(t3 to> $1 
=x(t, to, i)+j;h t, s, m(s)) Qs, m(s), (sm)(s)) ds 
+ j; (’ Cd(( t, g, m(o)) - R(t, 0; s, m(s))1 . s(a, s, m(s)) ds. 
7 (1.5) 
For the convenience of the reader, we include the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1.1 [7]. The zero solution of ( 1 .l ) is stable if, for each 
E > 0 and each to z 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that Ilx(t, to, $)I\ < E, whenever 
Ild(t)ll < 6 on CO, toI, and t> to. 
DEFINITION 1.2 [7]. The zero solution of (1.1) is uniformly stable if 6 
in Definition 1.1 does not depend on to. 
DEFINITION 1.3 [4]. The zero solution of ( 1.1) is uniformly Lipschitz 
stable if there exists K> 1 and 6 > 0 such that Ilx(t, to, $)I\ Q Kllx,ll, t 2 to, 
whenever Ilqi(t)ll < 6 on [0, to]. 
DEFINITION 1.4 [7]. The zero solution of (1.1) is asymptotically stable 
if it is stable and if for each to > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that \I& t)ll < 6 on 
[0, to] implies IJx(t, to, $)I1 + 0 as t --) 00. 
DEFINITION 1.5 [7]. The zero solution of ( 1.1) is uniformly asymptoti- 
cally stable if it is uniformly stable and if there exists r] > 0 such that, 
for each s>O, there is a T>O such that Ilx(t, to, $)I1 -cc, for t 2 to+ T, 
whenever Il~(t)ll <q on [0, to]. 
2. LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Consider the linear integrodifferential system 
x’=A(t)x+ ‘C(t,.s)x(~)d.~, 
5 X(b) = x0, (2.1) 0 
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where A is an y1 x n matrix function continuous for 0 6 t < ;c and C( 1, .s) is 
an n x n matrix function continuous on 0 < .s < t < x. A(/, t,,, so) f .u( t) is 
the solution of (1.1) with .u(f(,, I,,, .u,,) = .q, where t,, 3 0. 
Let &r, to) be the fundamental matrix solution of the 
linearized system .Y’ = A(t).u. (2.2) 
Define the matrix G(t) as follows: 
G(z)=/- d’(s, t,qS(s, t) ds, where qST is the transpose of 4. 
I 
Clearly G(r) is symmetric. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the following conditions hold,for /JxIJ < r: 
(i) L I/XII d (G(t)x, x)“* 6 (1/2M) llxll, 
(ii) llG(t)xll <K(G(t)x, x)“*, 
(iii) -M+DJ,Z IIC(u, f)ll du<Oo, 
(iv) p3K. 
Then the zero solution of (2.1) is stable. 
ProoJ Let IV(t, X) = (G(t)x, x)‘12. Now 
W’( t, x) = (G’(t)x, x> <2G(f)x, x> 
2(G(t)x, .)I’* + 2(G(t)x, x)‘/*’ 
We have 
ah, d 
-4% 2) A(t), 
a47S, t) ---= 
at 
-= -AT(t) dT(s, t). at 
Hence 
G’(r) = -Z+i- Lad;:, t, &s, t) + qSr(s, t) y] ds 
I 
gives G’(t)= -I-A’(t)G(t)-G’(t)A(t). Hence 
w;, I)(4 x) = 
-<x,x) 
2(G(t)x, x)“” 
+ (G(r)x, SX C(h s) 4s) ds) 
(G(t)x, x)“* ’ 
Now define a Liapunov function as follows: 
vtt, x) = W(f, xl + B s,’ ix lIC(u, s)ll dsll-u(s)ll ds. 
Then. 
(2.3) 
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%.l,(G x) = 
-<x,x) 
2(G(t)x, x)“* 
+ (G(f)x, jb CC6 $1 x(s) ds) 
(G(t)x, x)“* 
+ P [a IIC(u, t) IW Ilx(t)ll + P j-’ 11th ~111 Ilx(~)ll ds. I 0 
Hence by hypotheses (i) and (ii), we obtain 
%I,(~~ “Xl d -Wlxll + g’ IIC(4 3111 Ilx(s)ll ds 
0 
+ P I* IIC(u, f)ll du llx(f)ll - b’B IlC(t> s)ll IIx(s)Il ds. (2.4) 
I 
Finally by hypotheses (iii) and (iv) we obtain 
y,.,,t4 x) G 0. 
Since V;2.,,(t, X) d 0 if I\d(t)ll < 6 on [0, to], then we have 
UC x(c to, x0)) < vto, d(to)). 
(2.5) 
By the continuity of P’(t, x) for fixed to and E > 0 there exists &to, E) such 
that IlqS(t)ll < 6 implies implies V(t,, q5(to)) < LE. Hence using hypothesis (i) 
we obtain 
L Ilx(t)ll d vt, X(6 to, 4)) d V(to, $(to)) < Lx 
and hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
Remark 2.1. If instead of (2.1) we consider 
x’=A(t)x+ 
f 
’ C(t,s)x(s)ds, x(to) =x0, 
ol 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
then assuming the conditions of Theorem 2.1, one may conclude that the 
zero solution of (2.7) is uniformly stable. 
Proof: Replace (2.3) by 
Vt, x) = WC x) + B c’ j-” IIC(u, s)ll du Il.+)ll ds. 
10 1 
From (2.6) 
L Ilx(t)ll Q u4 44 to, 4)) Q uto, #(ro)) d wto, x0) +xoll. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume that the following conditions hold for JIxI/ < r: 
0) L llxll < <G(tb, x)‘j2 < (lP4) Ilxll, 
(ii) IlG(t)xll d K(G(t)x, x)“*, 
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(iii) -M+fi{,’ Il(C(u, t)ll dud0. 
(iv) b>K, 
(v) SzSl; IIC(u,.s)/J duds is bounded. 
Then the zero solution qf (2.1 ) is umjtirrnl~~ strrhle 
Proqf: As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 by (2.5) we get 
V;,,,(t,x)do. 
By hypotheses (i) and (v) using (2.3) we get 
where Ilq3(t)ll < 6. 
Hence we have Ilx(t)ll < (6/L)((1/2M) +/Iv). Now for given E >O there 
exists b(e) such that 6 < L&/(1/2M+/?q) which implies Ilx(t)il <E. 
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
0) L llxll 6 (G(t)x, x)‘12 G ( 1/2M) JIxI( ; 
(ii) IlG(t)xIl <K. (G(t)x, x)‘12; 
(ii) lIC(u, t)ll <NeP”+“, where BN-aM<O and /?> K. 
Then the zero solution of (2.1) is uniformly stable. 
THEOREM 2.4. Assume that the following conditions hold for (Ix/I < r : 
(i) Lllxll G (G(t)x, x)‘/2~(W~)ll~ll; 
(ii) IlG(t)xll < K(G(t)x, x)“‘; 
(iii) cz<M-aJ,” IIC(u, t)ll du, for some a>O, /3>K; 
(iv) IIA(t)ll < 3.. 
Then the zero solution qf the integrodlxferentiul system (2.1) is asymptoti- 
cally stable. 
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Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, by (2.4) we get 
+ U-B) j; llC(t, s)ll Ilxb)ll ds. 
Hence by hypothesis (ii) we obtain 
Qj(tr x) G --a IM + (K- 8) j; IIC(h s)ll Ilx(s)ll ds. (2.8) 
With hypothesis (iv), (1.1) implies 
llx’ll d 1 Ilxll + j; IIC(t, s)ll llx(s)ll ds. (2.9) 
Hence substituting (1.7) in (1.6) we obtain 
G.,,G --cI llxll + (K- B)cllx’ll - 2 llxll I. 
So we can find a 0 such that 
q2.1 ,(c XI G -or IL4 - W/I I. 
Hence L II(t d Vc 46 lo, x0)) G Vt,), d(fo) - 0 j:, [llxll - llx’ll I ds 
which gives LI(x(t)ll < V(t,, #(to)) - OS:, Ilx(s)li ds + @x[t,, t], where 
x[t,, t] denotes the arc length of x(t) from to to t. 
Because Ilx(t)Il 3 0 and jy lIx(s)ll ds < cc this implies there is a sequence 
{t,,} + co with Ilx(t,,)ll -0. x[t,, t] is bounded. Hence llx(t)ll -+O, and by 
Theorem 2.1 we have stability. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 2.5. Assume that the following conditions hold for llxll < p: 
0) L llxll d <G(tb, x)112 Q (1/2W llxll ; 
(ii) llG(t)xll <K(G(t), x, x)‘12; 
(iii) IIC(u, t)lj 6 Ne-“+“, where/?>Kand/?N-a&f< -7, y>O. 
Then the zero solution of (2.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, the zero solution of (2.1) is uniformly stable. 
Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, one obtains 
J52.,,(6 XI G -Y II-4 for llxll G p. 
409/,44’2-I4 
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Let 6 be the number corresponding to I-: in the definition of uniform 
stability. Put 
T(F) = (1/2M+B(~Po) ,,d(t 
:d 0 
),,, 
Claim that Jlx(t*, t,, , 4)II <6 for some t* E [to, f,+ T], whenever 
lIqS(s)ll <p for 0 d s d t,. For if Ilx(t, to, #)I1 3 6 for all t E [to, t, + T], then 
Put t = t, + T. Then 
and thus we have a contradiction. 
Hence there exists t* E [to, to+ T] such that Ilx(t*, to, b)II <S. By 
uniform stability, it follows that Ilx(t, to, 4)/I <E for all t 2 t* or t3 to+ T. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
Remark 2.2. In [7], Burton investigated a subclass of systems (2.1). He 
defined the matrix 
H(t,s)= -y C(u,s)dz4 (2.10) 
I 
and assumed that the matrix 
Q(t)=A(t)-Wt, 1) (2.11) 
commutes with its integral. Furthermore, he assumed that 
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which implies that the differential system 
x’ = A(t)x (2.12) 
is asymptotically stable, since exp j: Q(s) ds is the fundamental matrix of 
(2.12). 
Here we modify this method, by assuming directly that the zero solution 
of (2.10) is asymptotically stable and use the Liapunov function (2.3) in 
our analysis. 
Now Eq. (2.1) may be written as 
x’=[A(t)-H(t,t)lx+j~C(t,s)x(d)ds+H(t,t)x 
0 
x’=Q(l,x+$j’H(r.s)x(s)ds. 
(2.13) 
0 
Let W(t, x) = (G(t)x, x)“* and G(t) as before. Let 
v(t, x) = W(t, x) + B i“ [j” IIC(u> s)ll du + ff(s, SI] llx(s)ll ds. (2.14) 
0 f 
Assume, further, that (i) Wt, X) < Kllxll, (ii) IIH(t, s)ll 6 M, and 
(iii) IlG(t)x(l 6LW(t, x). Then 
(G(t)x, jt, C(t> s)x(s) ds) 
(G(t)x, x)“* 
-P s,’ llC(c s)ll lIx(s)ll ds 
+ P 1”: IIC(u. t)ll du + H(c f) Ilx(t)ll t 1 
IlC(u, t)ll du+ Wt, t)P llxll 1 
+ (L-B) s,’ IIC(h ~111 Ilxb)ll ds 
G -hK+ W4 1 l-4 + (L - /3) j-t IIC(d, s)ll llx(s)ll ds. 0 
If we assume that 1/2K> 2bM or p d 1/4KM and L < j$ then 
V2.11,(4 xl d 0. 
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On the other hand, if fi < 1;4KM and L d p, then 
V’(r, .u) < -!Yl I~XIJ, 2 > 0. 
One now may develop four theorems along the lines of Theorems 2.1, 
2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and Corollary 2.3. 
We leave it to the interested reader to do so. 
Remark 2.3. In [ 111, M. R. M. Rao and P. Srinivas developed a 
technique to transform Eq. (2.1) into an equivalent differential equation. 
This technique has been effectively used to study stability problems in 
[4,9, 10, 121. Using the Liapunov function developed in [3, 121 for 
differential equations, one may establish results corresponding to 
Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 2.5, and Corollary 2.3. 
The previous theorems may be used to determine the size of permissible 
kernals C(t, s) that lead to various stabilities of the zero solution of (2.1). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the two-dimensional system 
x’(t) = A(t) x(t) + 1’ C(t, s) x(s) ds, (2.15) 
0 
where A(t) = [ 1: A]. Simple computations produce G(t) = [ -‘,,* ~ :$I. 
The largest eigenvalue of G is (5 + $)/4 z 1.8 1. Now W( t, x) = 
(Gx, x) ‘I2 = (xTGx)‘12. In all the previous theorems, condition (i) requires 
that (xTGx) ‘I2 < (1/2M) I1xjI. Hence one may take 1/2M= 1, which gives 
M= 0.5. 
Condition (ii) requires that IjG(t)xll d K(G(t)x, x)‘/‘. Simple computa- 
tions lead to the estimate K= 1.25. 
In Theorem 2.1, condition (iv) requires that fl> K. So put /r = 2. 
Condition (iii) requires that -A4 + /l j: IIC(u, t)ll du 6 0. Hence -0.5 + 
1.2 s,” ilC(u, t)jl du60. Hence for the zero solution of (2.15) to be stable 
s,” IIC(u, t)ll du ~0.25. U sing Theorem 2.2, the zero solution of (2.15) will 
be uniformly stable, if in addition to the above requirement on C(u, t), it 
is required that condition (v) holds. If jy ilC(u, t)il ducO.38, then by 
Theorem 2.4, the zero solution of (2.15) is asymptotically stable. Condi- 
tion (iv) requires that sup0 s ,, G 10 IM(s)ll d (3vlAl - e-4N’O)) l14(~o)ll for some 
9 > 0. For condition (iv) in Theorem 2.5 to be satisfied, we let N = 1 in 
condition (iii). This requires that 2N- (0.5)~ < 0. 
Hence CI > 210.5 = 4. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation 
1+t ’ 
x’= -2+t 
-x+ i cr(t,s)(t-ss l)---n~(~)ds 0 
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for II > 1 and a(t, S) a continuous scalar function satisfying ~cr(t, S)I <d for 
some d > 0. We get 
G(t) = 
2t2 + lot + 13 
4t2 + 16t + 16’ 
L=I 
3 
M=2/,,5, k=l/J?. F or stability we need n > 1 and d < (2&l,:?) 
(n - 1). For uniform stability we need n < 2 and d < (2$J$)(n - 1). To 
obtain asymptotic stability, we let n > 1 and d < (2$/J?)(n - 1 ), and if in 
addition we require that n > 2, we obtain uniform asymptotic stability. 
3. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS: FIRST APPROACH 
Consider the nonlinear integrodifferential system 
x’=f(t,x)+ ‘g(t,s,x(s))ds, i x(to) =x0, 0 
(3.1) 
where f E C[R+ x R”, R”], ge C[R+ x Rt x R”, R”], and ,fr = af/ax exist 
and are continuous on R’xR”, with f(t,O)=O and x(t,t,,x,)-x(t) is 
the solution of (3.1) with x( to, to, x0) = x0 where to 3 0. 
First consider the differential system x’ = f (t, x). (3.2) 
Let &t, to) be the fundamental matrix solution of the linearized system 
Y’=fr(t, 0) Y. (3.3) 
Define the matrix G(t) as follows : 
G(t) =Jy dT(s, t) #(s, t) ds where 4’ is the transpose of 4; 
clearly G(t) is symmetric. 
Now define a Liapunov function fV(t, x) = (G(t)x, x)l/*. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W satisfies Lipschitz condition 1 W(t, x) - W(t, y)l < M(x - yI 
for M>O. 
(ii) a llxll 6 (G(t)x, -x)1/2 <L llxll ; 
(iii) (G(t) F(t, x)1 d IxllA; 
(iv) Ildu, t, x(t))11 < R(u, t) Ilx(t)ll where R(u, t) E L’[O, a3); 
(v) p--KS? R(u, t)du>O where /?= 1/2a-l/AL; 
(vi) K>M. 
Then the zero solution of integrodifferential system (3.1) is stable. 
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Proqf: Let us write .f’( 2, x) in (3.1 ) as 
.f’cr, .\r)=,l’,(L O).* + F(t, .\‘), 
CLAml. w( t, x) satisfies W;,,,(,f; x) < -p II.vll. 
Proqf 1 
W;3.2)(t, x, = ;;;;;; :;‘;I + 2ygj;);\‘l; >,, > ’ 3 , 
= <G’(t)+ 2G(t)f,(f, 0)x, x> + (2G(r) F(t, ~1, x> 
2(G(r)x, x)‘j2 2(G(t)x, ,)I,‘* ’ 
Noticing that 
-44% t) .fv(c 01, 
a4=(& t) -= 
at 
~ = -j-p, 0) qsT(s, t) 
at 
G’(t)= -Z+j= [v&s, ~)+d’@, ,,y]& 
I 
implies G’(t) = -I-f.T(t, 0) G(t) - G(t)J;(f, 0). Hence ([G’(t) + ZG(t) 
f,(t, 0)x, xl) = -(x, x), so we obtain 
K&)(4 xl = -(x,x) 2(G(t)x, .)I’* 
+ 2(G(t) J’(t, XL x> 
2(G(t)x, x)“~ 
Now let 
WC x) = WC x) + ( l,‘r IIg(w $3 .+))ll du a’s 
+ Kj-= llg(u> f, x(t))ll du - KI,’ IIg(t, s,,.+))ll ds f 
d -Bllxll +KJx Ildw t, x(t))ll du I 
+ (M - 4 j-i II g(f, s, x(s))ll ds. (3.4) 
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By hypothesis (iv) we obtain 
&)(t> x) 6 -B llxll + Kj,% R(u, t) du II-4 
+ (M-K) j; Ildt, s> x(s))11 ds 
<- 8-K 
( 1 
u3 Nu, t) du llxll I 1 
+ (M- K) j; IIg(t, s, x(s))ll ds. (3.5) 
By hypotheses (v) and (vi) we obtain 
J$,.,,(t, x) < 0. (3.6) 
Hence Vt, x(t, to, x0)) G Ut,, qVto)). 
Using continuity of V(t, x) for fixed to and E > 0 there exists s(t,, E) such 
that Id(~)I < 4 
vto, #(to)) < ox. 
Hence from (3.6) with hypothesis (ii) we obtain 
@I llx(t)ll G vt, -44 to, 4)) d vto, #(to)) <‘w 
which implies 11x( t)ll < E. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W satisfies Lipschitz condition 1 W( t, x) - W(t, y)J < Mix - yl 
for M>O; 
(ii) CI l.41 < (G(t)x, x)‘/* < L llxli ; 
(iii) lG(t) F(t, x)1 d IxJ/A; 
(iv) IId% t, x(t))11 <R(u, t)(I(t)ll where R(u, t)~ L’[O, 00); 
(v) p--Kj;RR(u,t)du>O wherefl=1/2a-l/AL; 
(vi) K>M; 
(vii) StF j: Ild u, s, d(s))ll du ds 9 v(MkJll) whenewr lMs)ll -c 6 for 
0 <s < t,, where ‘1 is a k-class function. 
Then the zero solution of integrodifferential system (3.1) is uniformly stable, 
ProoJ As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 by (3.6) we obtain 
&,(t, x) G 0. 
Hence 
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Now from (3.4) with hypotheses (i) and (vii), we obtain 
Y!l.‘c(t)ll G V(f, .v(t. I,,, -uo))Ur,,, &f,,)) 
= W(r,,.&t,,l)+KJ’” i” ,lg(u,s,~(s))l/ duds 
0 ” r,, 
which implies z lI.r(r)ll 6 L Il$(t,)lI + kq( Il&ro)il ). Hence 
Using continuity of q, now for given I: > 0 there exists d(e) such that 
r](lJ@,,ll) < 42K for Ild(ro)ll < 6 with the choice of 6 <u/2L. Hence we 
obtain Ilx(t)ll = E, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W satisfies Lipschitz condition 1 W(t, x) - W(t, y)l 6 MIX - yl 
for M>O; 
(ii) ailxll ,< (G(t)x, x)“*<Ll~x/l; 
(iii) /G(t) F(t, x)1 d J.xl/A; 
(iv) llg(u, f, x(t))11 dR(u, t) llx(t)ll where R(u, 2)~ L’; 
(v) B-KS,” R(u, t) du > 0 where /I = 1/2a - l/AL; 
(vi) K>M; 
(vii) s? st Ildu, s, d(s))ll ds ds G C. ll~(kJl wkww ll&)ll < 6 .for 
O<sStt,, c>o. 
Then the zero solution qj’ the integrodifSerentia1 system (3.1) is uniform/y 
Lipschitz stable. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 by (3.6) we obtain 
q3.1 ,(t, x) ,< 0. 
Hence 
vt, 4t, to, x0)) G qto, x0). 
Now from (3.4) with hypotheses (ii) and (vii), we obtain 
a- Ilx(t)ll d qt, x(t, to, x0) d uto, &fo)) 
= (G(t) #(to), d(to)“‘+KJio’U j,: IIg(u, s, 4(s))ll duds 
6 L Mto)ll + ~Cll4(to)lI 
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which implies 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W satisfies Lipschitz condition / W(t, x)- W(t, y)( <Mix- yl 
for M>O; 
(ii) a llxll 6 (G(t)x, x>“~ 6 Lllxll ; 
(iii) lG(t) F(t, x)1 B IxllA; 
(iv) IIg(u, t, x(t))11 dR(u, t)llx(t)ll where R(u, t)EL’CO, ~0); 
(v) /3-K{,” R(u, t)du=8 where fl= l/2@- l/AL, 0>0; 
(vi) K>M; 
(vii) Ilf(4 XIII G N. 
Then the zero solution of the integrodifferential system (3.1) is asymptoti- 
cally stable. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, by (3.5) and hypothesis (v), we 
obtain 
&,(t, xl< -81l.4 + (M-4 j-i IIg(t, s, x(s))11 ds. 
System (3.1) implies 11x’ /I < II f (t, x)/I + j:, )I g( t, s, x(s))11 ds. Hence 
f&dt, x)d 4lxll + (M-Ullx’ll - llf(4 x)111 
and by hypothesis (vii) we get 
&,(t, x) d -0 llxll + CM- mlx’ll - Nl. 
So there exist 1’ such that V13.,)( t, x) < --y[ llxll - IIx’(l + P]. Hence 
a Ilx(t)ll G vt, x(t, to, x0)) 
which gives 
G Vto, d(to)) - y I ’ 
Cllxll’- Ilx’ll + PI ds 
10 
ci Ilx(t)ll G Vto, d(to)) - y j’ Ilxll ds + vCto> tl - yP(t - to), 10 
where x[t,, t] denotes the arc length of x(t) from to to t. 
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Because j[.u(t)il 2 0 and [(I ilx(s)ll d>s < ‘K this implies there is a sequence 
it,,), + ~1 with 1ix(t,,)l/ + 0. .u[t,,, r] is bounded. Hence ~Ix(t)l~ -+ 0, and by 
Theorem 3.1 we have stability. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that the ftillowing conditions hold: 
(i) W satisfies Lipschitz condition /W(t,.u)- W(t,y)(<Mls-~91 
for M>O; 
(ii) c( IIxll 6 (G(t)x, .)‘I2 < LIlxll ; 
(iii) IG(t) F(t, XII d M/A; 
(iv) II g(u, t, x(f))ll < NK t) Ilx(t)ll where R(u, t) E L’CO, ~0); 
(v) P-KS,” R(u, t)du=8 where 1/2c(-l/AL=P, 8>0; 
(vi) K>M; 
(vii) J2 f; lid u, s, &s))ll du ds d r(lld(hdl) whenewr IMs)ll < 6 for 
0 <s < I,, where q is a k-class function. 
Then the zero solution of the integrodifferential system (3.1) is uniformly 
asymptotically stable. 
Proqf As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 by (3.5) we obtain 
q3.*,(f, XI d -0 /lx/I for Jlxll ,< p. 
Let 6 be the number corresponding to E in the definition of uniform 
stability. Choose 
T(E) = IIL ll~(h)ll + h( ll6(4Jll )I 
86 
and claim that ijx(f*, t,, $))I <6 for some I* E [to, to+ T], whenever 
Il$(s)Il <p for O,<S< t,. For if Ilx(t, t,, d)II 2 6 for all t E [to, to+ T], then 
0 <d G g Ilx(t, to, 4)II < vt, x(r, to, 4)) 
d V(tot #(to)) + j’ Q,(s, I(s)) ds 
10 
d (L + krl)p - 0 j’ ll.ds, to, 4)ll ds. 
10 
Put t = to + T. Then 
G LP + Kv( W(to)ll I- 0. 
C~~+~?~ll~~~o~ll~l,~~O 
es 
and thus we have a contradiction. 
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Hence there exists t* E [to, to+ T] such that Jlx(t*, to, d)lj ~6. By 
uniform stability, it follows that ilx(t, t,, 4)II < E for all t > t* or t > to + T, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the equation 
s 
f 
x1=5x-2 e - ‘(’ ~ .‘) sin x(s) ds. 
0 
(3.7) 
We get f,(t, 0) = -5, F(t, x) = 0, g,(t, s, 0) = -2e-2(f+S), R(z.4, t) = 
2e~2(U-‘), (&, t)=e-s(+r), G(t) = A. Choose a = l/2,/%, j3 = J10/2, 
L = 2/fi, A = 1, K = 1, M = 2/a. Hence the zero solution of (3.7) is 
uniformly asymptotically stable. 
4. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS: SECOND APPROACH 
Consider the nonlinear integrodifferential system 
x’=f(t, x) + 
I 
’ g(t, s, x(s)) ds, x(to) = x0, 
0 
(4.1) 
where f E C[R+ x R”, R”], gE C(R+ x R+ x R”, R”], and f,= df/ax, 
g, = ag/ax exist and are continuous on R+ x R”, R+ x R + x R”, respec- 
tively, with f(t, 0) = 0 and g(t, S, 0) = 0. x(t, to, $) =x( 1) is the solution of 
(4.1) with x(s) = tj(s) where 0 <s < to. 
In this section, it is assumed that all solutions under consideration are of 
bounded decay with constants I and y. A solution x(t, to, $) is of bounded 
decay if there exist A>O, y > 0 such that \lx(s)\l <AeY”pS’(Ix(t)ll for 
to d s < 1, where x(s) = $(s) when 0 6 s 6 to. 
Let R(s, t) be the resolvent of the linearized system 
’ y’=“L(4 O)y+ I g,(t, s> 0) Y(S) ds. (4.2) 0 
Define the matrix G(t) as follows: G(t) = J;” RT(s, t) R(s, t) ds, where RT is 
the transpose of R; clearly G(t) is symmetric. 
Now define a Liapunov function V(t, x) = (G(t)x, x). 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume the ,following conditions hold: 
(i) Suppose all solutions are of bounded decay with constants ,I and y ; 
(ii) L Ilx(t)ll” < (G(tb, x>; 
(iii) (2G(t) F(t, x)+2G(t) sh Q(t, s, x(s)) ds, x> < IIxI~~; 
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(iv) ( (2Gj, I[, llg,(r, s, O)il P” 
R(s, t) ds - 1: R’(s, t) j; R(s, a) 
“A ~ {: [S; gf(a 1. 0) R’(s. a) do] 
g,(a, 1, 0) dcTds; x(r), s(t)) GO. 
Then the Nero .solution of’ (4. I ) is stub/e. 
Proffj: Let us write ,f‘(r, .u) =,I’,( t, O).u + F( t, s), 
g(t, s, x(s)) = g,(t, s, 0)s + Q(t, s, s(s)). 
Now 
&,,(fr x) = (G’(t)x, x> + ((G + CT) x’, x) 
= <G’(~)T x> + 
i 
.W.f(4 ~1) + c,; s(t, .c x(s)) ds, x) 
Now 
G’(f)= --I+ j= [;R%. t)R(s, f)+RT(s, f);R(s, t)] ds 
I 
= -I+ -f:(c 0) RT(s, t) 
- I ’ g; g.;(cr, f,O) R7(s, o) da R(s, t) I 1 
+ R’(s, t) 
[ 
- R(s, f) .f,(t, 0) 
i 
.c 
- R(s, a) g&o, I, 0) da ds 
I II 
which implies 
G’(t) = -I-f:(f, 0) G(t) - G(t)j-,(t, 0) 
- jx RT(s, f) j‘ R( s, 0) g.,(o, t, 0) do ds. 
f f 
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Hence 
V;4.,)(1, x) = -(x, x) + g.,(t, s, 0) x(s) ds 
x s 
4 [j' 
g~(o,t,O)RT(s,o)da R(s,t)dsx 
f r I 
2G(rjF(r,x)+2G(I)j~:(?(r,s;x(r))ds,x:! (4.3) 
which implies by hypothesis (i) 
V;a)(f, x) = -(x, x> + 2G(r) F(t, x) + 2G(t) j; Q(f, s, x(s)) ds, x> 
+ 
- g.:(o, t, 0) R=(s, G) do 
I 
R(s, t) ds 
- jx RT(s, t) jsR( , I .y> a) g,(o, t, 0) dads) x(t), x(O) (4.4) 
By hypothesis we have 
%.l)(f> x)G -lL~l12+ llxl12 
< 0. (4.5) 
Since y‘tl)(f> xl d 0 if Il&t).lI < 6 on [0, to], then we have 
V(t, x(t, to, x0)) < V(to, #(to)). By the continuity of V(t, x) for fixed t, and 
F >O there exists s(t,, F) such that Il#(t)ll < 6 implies V(to, #(to)) < LEE. 
Hence using hypothesis (i) we obtain 
L llx(t)l12 d V(t, X(4 to, x0)) 4 uto, #(to)) < LE2 
and hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) Suppose solutions are of bounded decay with constants i and y ; 
(ii) L((~(t)l(~<G(t)x, x) dcc(((xj(*) where rl is a k-classfunction; 
(iii) (2G(t) F(t, X) + 2G(r) 1; Q(t, s, X(S)) ds, x) d \lxl12; 
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(iv) ((2Gi.i:, Il,q,(t. .L O)lI c;“’ “r/s - J,’ [ii g((cr, t. 0) R’(s, a) &r] 
R(s, t) ds - JI’ RT(s, I) j; R( .Y, a) g,.(rJ, t. 0) dcJ ds) x(t), s(t))<O. 
Then the zero solution of (4. I ) is un~jkrm/>~ stuhle. 
Pro~$ As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 by (4.5) we obtain 
v;, , ,(t, .u) 6 0. 
By the definition of V and by hypothesis (i) we get 
LlI.x(t)ll*< Vi, x(6 fo, x,,))G Uto, d(.))= (G(t)d(t,), d(b)> 
which implies L Ilx(t)/l* 6 V(t, x(t, to, x0)) < cL( Il&to)l12). 
By the continuity of a, for given E >O, there exists S(E) such that 
IlqS(t)ll < 6 implies c(( IIQ(to)112) < LE’ which gives Ilx(t)ll <a. Hence the proof 
of the theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) Suppose solutions are of bounded decay with constants j” and ‘/ ; 
(ii) Lllx(t)l12< (G(t)x, x> dNllxll*; 
(iii) (2G(t) F(t, x) + 2G(t) fh Q(t, s, x(s)) ds, x) 6 llxl(*; 
(iv) ((33 Jh lIg.,(t, s, OIlI e 7(‘-,‘) ds - St” [i.; gT(o, t, 0) Rr(s, a) da] 
R(s, t) ds - J,? RT(s, t) j.; R( s, a) g, (0, t, 0) LEiF ds} x(t), x(t)) 6 0. 
Then the zero solution of (4.1) is uniformly Lipschitz stable. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 by (4.5) we obtain 
q4.1)(fr x),<O. 
By the definition of V and by hypothesis (i) we get 
Lllx(t)/l*G Vt> x(t> to, -x.)1 6 v(to, #(.I)= (G(t) &to), &to)> 
which implies 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Assume the ,following conditions hold: 
(i) Suppose solutions are of bounded decay with constants ,I and y; 
(ii) Lllx(t)l12G <G(tb, x>; 
(iii) (Wt) F(t, x) + ‘X(t) & Q(t, s, x(s)) ds, x) f 11~11~; 
(iv) ((2Gijb llg.,(t,s,O)ll ey(‘ps) ds - Jr” C[: g.;(a, t, 0) RT(s, a) doI 
R(s, t) ds - 1: R’(s, t) j: R(s, a) gX(c, t, 0) da ds} x(t), x(t))<O. 
Then the zero solution of (4.1) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Following the proof of Theorem 4.1 one obtains 
q!.,,(4x)d - I+; llxl12= -pllxl12. 
( ) 
Let 6 = S(E, to) be the number corresponding to E in the definition of 
stability. By the definition of V we have 
Qto, xo) = IIG(to)ll llxol12 = Wto) ll~ol12 (say). 
Choose 
and claim that lIx(t*, to, qS)ll <6 for some t* E [It,, to+ T] whenever 
il4(s)ll < p for 0 6 s < to. For if Ilx(t, t,, q5)ll 2 6 for all t E [to, to + T], then 
0 < Lb < L Il.44 to, 4111 G ut> 46 to> 4)) 
G Uto, #(to)) - c15:, Ilxh tot O)ll’ ds 
which implies 
N.p* 
<Np’-p.~ a2=0 
w 
and thus we have a contradiction. 
Hence there exists t* E [to, to+ T] such that Ilx(t*, to, c$)II ~6. By 
stability it follows that Ilx(t*, to, q5)ll < E for all t >, t* or t >, to + T. 
Hence the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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THEOREM 3.5. .~s.vumc~ the jkllo~ving conditionx hold: 
(i) Supposr solutions urc of‘ hounded dt~z~~ izlith constunts L und ;a ; 
(ii) LI1.Y(t)il”< G(r).v, x) 6 Nilsll’: 
(iii) (2G(r)F(r,x)+2G(t)J’:,Q(t,.(,~(.~))a’.~,.~)~ lI.uli’; 
(iv) ((2GE. jb llg,(t, s, O)ll c?(’ ‘I ds - 1: [I; ,g(a, t, 0) RT(.s, 0) do] 
R(s, t) ds - j;” R7(s, t) J: R(.r, a) g,(c~, t, 0) dQ ds) x(t), x(t)) 60. 
Then the zero solution qf (4.1) is un~ftirm!l, asymptotically stable. 
Proof: By Theorem 4.2 the zero solution is uniformly stable. Following 
the proof of Theorem 4.1 one obtains with hypothesis (ii) 
Let 6 be the number corresponding to E in the definition of uniform 
stability. Choosing 
claim that lIx(t*, t,, q5)II < 6 for some t* E [to, to + T] whenever ljq5(.s)ll < p 
for 0 <s d t,. For if 
lIx(L to> d)ll 3 6 for all t E [to, z. + T], 
then 
0 -=c L6 d L llx(4 to, d)ll d vt, -dG to, 4)) 
Put t = to + T. Then 
and thus we have a contradiction. 
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Hence there exists t* E [to, t,+ T] such that \jx(t*, t,, $)I\ ~6. By 
uniform stability it follows that Ilx(t, t,, d)II <E for all t > t* or t 3 to+ T. 
The proof of the theorem is thus complete. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the equation 
x 3’ 
“Y2 oe i‘ 
p2(‘-~‘) sin x(s) ds. (4.6) 
We get gr(t,S,0)=e-2”~S),fr(t,0)=~, F(t,x)=O, 
Q(t,s,x(S))=e~-*“~“’ -- 
[ 
x3(s) + X5(J) 
3 5-“” 1 
R(t, s) = -2ep(‘+“) + 3ep “2(r- ‘), G(t) = 3. Choose A = f, y = 1, L = 2, k = 2. 
Hence the zero solutions of (4.6) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
5. PERTURBATIONS (NONLINEAR) 
Consider the perturbed integrodifferential equation 
s 
f x’=f(t, x)+ At, 3, x(s)) ds + F(t, x(t), Wt)), x(t,) = xc,, (5.1) 10 
where f E C[R+ x R”, R”], ge C[R+ x R” x R”, R”], and f, = aflax exists 
and is continuous on RC x R”. F E C[R+ x R” x R”, R”] and Sx(t) = 
s:, K(t, s, x(s)) ds with KE C(R+ x R+ x R”, R”]. Now consider 
x’=f(t,x), x(t,) =x0. (5.2) 
x( t, to, t,$) = x(t) is the solution of (5.2) with x(s) = $(s) when 0 <s G to. 
Let q5(t, to, x0) be the fundamental matrix of the linearized system 
x'=f,(t,O)x, (5.3) 
where 
d(t, totxo)= 
aa to, x0) 
ax 
0 
Define the matrix G(t) as follows: 
409/ 14q2-I 5 
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G(t) = J,’ 47(.s, t, x0) &.s, t, x0) ds where I$’ is the transpose of qk Clearly 
G(t) is symmetric. Consider 
x’ =,f(t, x) + 1’ g(t, s, x(s) ds, x( to) = X0. (5.4) 
- 10 
Define W(t, x)= (G(t)x, x). 
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W(t, x) satisfies a local Lipschitz condition on x and A4 is the 
Lipschitz constant for IIxJJ < p; 
(ii) L llx(t)ll’ < (G(tb, x>; 
(iii) IG(t) F(t, x)1 < Ilxil/A, where A > 2; 
(iv) llgtt, s, XIII d L llxll e-“‘; 
(~1 Ilt;(t, -x, sx)ll 6 n(t) I/~/I 2 -s:, 46 ~1 Ilx(s)ll ds; 
(vi) B3 MI”(t); 
(vii) (M+K) Le-“‘-MB(t,s)<O. 
Then the zero solution of (5.1) is stable. 
Proof: Let W(t, x)= (G(t)x, x). Let us write f(t, x) in (5.2) as 
f(t, x) =f,(t, 0)x + F(t, x) 
W (5.2) = (G’(t)x> x> + (Wt)[lf,(tt 0)x+ F(t, ~11, x> 
= ([G’(t) + Wt)fr(r, 0)1x, x> + (2G(t) F(t, x1, x>. 
We have 
a4(s, 4 to) 
at = -4h t, to)f,(t, 0) 
@‘b, t, to) 
at = -f :ct, 0) dT(& t, to). 
Hence 
G’(t) = -I+ I= [ “T(;tr’ to) &s, t, to) + dr(s, t, ro) ““(‘;; “)I ds 
f 
implies 
G’(t)= -Z+fT(t,O)G(t)-G(t)f,(t,O). 
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Hence we get 
~;~.& x) = -(x, x> + (G(t) F(t, x), x). 
By hypothesis we obtain 
Now define 
04 xl = WC x) + K j,; j,: Ig(u, s, x(s))1 ds h 
G,,(4X)f -Plbll +(M+V 1“ Is(t , s, x(s))1 ds 
kl 
(5.5) 
+ MIF(f, x(t), Wt))l. 
By hypothesis 
V;s.,,(t, x) < -P lbll + (M+ K)L j’ cm Il.+)ll ds + MA(t) II4 
bl 
- ~4 jr 4~ s) Ib(~)ll ds. 
IO 
Hence 
+j’ [(M+K)Le~“‘-MB(t,s)]llx(s)ll ds 
f0 
(5.6) 
which implies by the hypothesis 
%,(k x) 6 0. (5.7) 
Since V;s.l,(t, x) GO if Ild(t)ll ~6 on [0, to], then we have 
v4 x(t, to, x0)) < vto, &to)). 
By the continuity of V(t, x) for fixed to and E > 0 there exists &to, E) such 
that II#(t)ll < 6 implies V( to, &to)) < LE’. Hence using the hypothesis, we 
obtain L llx(t)112 < V(t, x(t, to, x0)) < V(t,, q4(to)) < LE* and hence the proof 
of the theorem is complete. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Assume thut the ftillmz~ing cmditions hold: 
(i) W(t, x) satisfies u local Lipschit: condition on x und A4 is the 
Lipschit; constant jbr ~/XII < p ; 
(ii) L II-u(t)’ < (G(t)x, x) < q( lI,xyIl ‘), H ,I lere q is a k-cluss function ; 
(iii) IG(t) F(t, x)1 < Ilsll/A, kvhere A > 2; 
(iv) IId s, uy)ll d L II4 e “; 
(v) llF(f, 4 s,)ll < 4t) /l~xllz -J:,, B(t. $1 II-u(s)ll d~s; 
(vi) /I 3 ML(r); 
(vii) (M+K) Le-“‘-MB(t,s)<O. 
Then the zero solution of (5.1) is umformly Lipschitz stable. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, by (5.7) we get 
By hypothesis and using (5.5) we obtain 
L IIX(N2 G vt, 44 to, x0)) d ~(~0, $(to)) 
= (G(t) @(to), 4(&J> + K[,:’ j:: Ig(u, s, -+))I duds 
+mwo)l12). 
By continuity of q, now for given E>O there exists S(E) such that 
mwo)l12kL~ *. Hence we obtain llx(t)ll <E. Hence the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 5.3. Assume that the following conditions hold: 
(i) W(t, x) satisfies a local Lipschitz condition on x and M is the 
Lipschitz constant for llxll < p ; 
(ii) Lllx(t)ll*< (G(tb,x)bN~llxl12; 
(iii) IG(t) F(t, x)1 < lixll/.4, where A > 2; 
(iv) IIg(t, s, x)ll d L I/XII e-“‘; 
(v) lIQ& x> s,)ll G 4t) llxll* - I:, Wt, 3) IbC~Nl ds; 
(vi) Pk MA(t); 
(vii) (M+K) Le-“‘--MB(t,s)<O. 
Then the zero solution of (5.1) is uniformly Lipschitz stable. 
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Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 by (5.7) we get 
which implies 
BY hypothesis Lllx(t)l12< v(t, xl< V(t,, x0)= W(t,,, x,)<N. ~~xo~~2. Hence 
we obtain Ilx(t)ll 6 ~llxoll, w IC h’ h completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.4. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) W(t, x) satisfies a local Lipschitz condition on x and A4 is the 
Lipschitz constant for llxll < p; 
6) Lllx(t)l12 G (G(t)-6 x>; 
(iii) IG(t) F(t, x)l G IlxlllA; 
(iv) IIf(4 XIII G P; 
(~1 IIF(t, x, sx)ll 6 i(t) llxl12 - j:, B(t, 3) Ilx(~)ll ds; 
(vi) P 3 MA(t); 
(vii) (M+ K) Lee”‘- MB(t, s) < 0. 
Then the zero solution of (5.1) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we get 
%.lj(t, x) d -Bllxl12 + CM+ K) j.’ I&t, s, x(s))1 ds 
&I 
+ MIQt, x(t)), s,(t)l. 
Hence there is a 8 > 0 such that 
, s, x(s))l ds + IF(t, 4th Wt))l 1 
But equation (5.1) implies 
llx’ll G II d(t, x)ll + 1’ lldt, s, x(s))ll ds + IIQt, 4th Wt))ll ; 03 
hence 
%,(4 x) G -mxl12 + IIX’II - Ilf(4 XIII 1 
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which implies 
V’ ,s I, 6 -HI //zil12 + lls’l, ~ P]. 
Hence 
L ~~x(t)I12 d V(t, x(t, to, x0)) 
G V(to, 4(to)) - 6, j’ Cllxl12 + Ibll - PI ds 
10 
which gives 
R Ilx(t)ll < Vto, #(to)) - 0 j-’ /IxI12 ds- Wto> tl + PxCt - fol. 
ill 
Since Ilx(t)Il 20, jz lIxl12 d s < a and x[t,, t] is bounded. This implies 
there is a sequence {t, j --t co with Ilx(t,)ll + 0. Since x[t,, t] is bounded, 
Ilx(t)il -+ 0. By Theorem 5.1 we have stability. Hence the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
THEOREM 5.5. Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) W(t, x) satisfies a local Lipschitz condition on x with Lipschitz 
constant M > 0 for JIxI/ < p ; 
(ii) LIlx(t)ll’< (G(t)x,x)<q(llxl12), where q is a k-classfunction; 
(iii) (G(t)F(t, x) < llxl//A, where A > 2; 
(iv) IId4 s, XIII ~-Wll e-“‘; 
(~1 llr;(h x> sx)ll GA(t) IIxI12 -s:, B(t, ~1 Il4~)ll ds; 
(vi) (M+K)Le-“‘-MB(t,s)<O; 
(vii) fi-M2(?)=~>0, where /I= 1 -2/A. 
Then the zero solution of (5.1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
ProoJ: As in the proof of Theorem 5.1 with hypothesis (vi) we obtain 
V;s.,j(t, x) < -p I/x//. for [/XII <p. Let 6 be the number corresponding to E 
in the definition of uniform stability. Choose 
T(F) = vw(~o)l12) 
P6 
Claim that Ilx(t*, to, 4)/I < 6 for some t* E [to, to + T] whenever Il~(s)ll < p 
for some O,<s,<t,. For if Ilx(t, to,d)/) 26 for all te [to, to+ T], then 
UNIFIED APPROACH TO STABILITY 
6 Vto, 4(M) + jr v;s.&, x(s)) ds 
10 
W4(~o)l12)-~j-f Ilx(s, b4)ll ds. 
kl 
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Put t = t, + T. Then 
and thus we have a contradiction. 
Hence there exists t* E [to, to+ T] such that ((x(t*, t,, $)[I < 6. By 
uniform stability, it follows that Ilx(t, t,, qS)l\ <E for all t 3 t* or t 2 t, + T. 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
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